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Motivation: domain gaps in visual reasoning

What color are 
her eyes? 

Are there an equal 
number of large things 
and metal spheres?

What color is the food on the 
red object left of the small girl 
holding a hamburger?

CLEVR VQA2.0 GQA

Ø Models suffer on out-of-domain testing. 
Ø Due to multiple factors entangled with each other.

Super-CLEVR: study each factor separately

• Texture: dotted, checkered, stripped, none
• Color: green, gray, brown, yellow, red, purple, cyan, blue
• Size: large, small
• Material: rubber, metal

• Object with parts:

car bus airplane

bike motorcycle

1. Modular models are (only) very robust on question 
redundancy

2. P-NSVQA is the best on 3 out of 4 factors
3. Non-modular methods win on visual complexity

5 models are studiedDataset generation

ØFiLM: two-stream feature merging
ØmDETR: pretrained transformers
ØNSCL: neural symbolic concept learner
ØNSVQA: neural symbolic VQA
ØP-NSVQA (ours): NSVQA + probability

modular
(symbolic)

non-modular

In-domain results

The dirtbike of the same size as 
the brown motorbike is what color? 
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“What color is the bus?”
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+ redundancy “What color is the large bus behind the cyan car?”

“What color is the large bus?”

unbalanced 

Super-CLEVR

Domain B

“What color is the bus?”
“What color is the roof of  the plane?”

Ø Super-CLEVR is challenging.
Ø P-NSVQA is the best.

Out-of-domain results

Relative Degrade (RD) of models’ accuracy in OOD testing

Ø The Super-CLEVR dataset.
Ø Modular + Probability -> best model

Conclusion


